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In This Issue

January 2022
Hey everyone,
Welcome to the first edition of PetGazette for 2022! This year we celebrate ten years of
bringing “Information that nurtures the pet-people bond” to the petlovers of Western North
Carolina – and beyond, through our free email subscriptions (hello, Michigan... California...
Florida... New York!) In each issue we try to chronicle your experience of that bond – in
the way you love, care for, enjoy, rescue, defend, and advocate for our companion animals.
The rescue and adoption of the most vulnerable is surely the essence of the
pet-people bond, and in this issue there are three warriors who share their stories.
James Lyon, owner of Ilio Canine Care, recently assisted in facilitating the importing of
off-the-track Greyhounds from Ireland, a continuation of the work begun with the
closing of racetracks here in the U.S. A big thank you to Lissa Boatright and
Karen Fulmer for sharing the joy of kitten fostering, and shedding some light on the
process for those who may be considering it. The human-animal bond is nurtured with
playing, training, and traveling together, and our friends Susan Young, Kathryn Gubista
and John Tyson have given us some great information on how to do all those things. And
the White family at Appalachia Hemp Farm wants us to be healthy while we’re at it!
So I hope you enjoy this issue. It’s a microcosm of our pet community, in
print. You are already a part of the WNC pet community – now we want you to
be part of this community! We need help right now, so please be pro-active in
emailing story ideas and moving forward with advertising plans. Together we can make
2022 the best year ever for the companions who give so much meaning to our lives.
Love,

Carol Marks

Buy Local

Beahvior

Rescue News

January is National Train
Your Dog Month!

• Kitten Fosters Share stories –page 5
• Irish Greyhounds arrive in
U.S., by James Lyon – page 8

• Passing the Canine Good
Citizen test by
Susan Young – page 4
• The Importance of Dog Play
by Kathryn Gubista – page 6

Health
• CBD for Pets and People,
by Dawn White – page 7

And Furthermore...

• Cruising with pets!
by John Tyson – page 7
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For the Love of Dogs!
Offering Conformation Handling classes, Intro to Dog
Sports Classes and Breeder Referral. We sponsor
western North Carolina’s premier dog shows over
Memorial Day weekend!
Check us out on the web at:
http://www.hendersonvillekc.org/
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Is your dog a Canine Good Citizen?
Here’s what it takes.

I

s your dog a Canine Good Citizen™? The AKC
developed the Canine Good Citizen™ (CGC)
program in 1989 as a way for owners and their
dogs to show their confidence, good manners, and
training. Not only does CGC training create
long-lasting trust between you and your pup,
but it also ensures you’ll be good neighbors and
friends to everyone around you. There are 10 ten
basic skills that owners and dogs are tested on,
and if you pass the test, your dog will forever be
known as a Canine Good Citizen™.
Is my puppy Toke a Canine Good
Citizen™? That’s a big NOPE, but I don’t
yet expect him to be the model citizen at
10.5 months and still working off baby boy
brains. If you have followed my past articles
in Pet Gazette, you may wonder why I would
even try this with my little delinquent. Since I
compete with my dogs and eventually title them in
obedience, I don’t often try for CGC designations
but the beginner class that I signed Toke up for
offered the test at the end of the eight weeks so we
gave it a try. It went about how I thought it would,
and that’s not saying much.
Here are the skills and tests, and how
Toke fared in each of them: The first is
Accepting a Friendly Stranger. Oh, Toke
“accepted” them all right. He jumped up to give
them a hug and a wet willy in the ear. Next is Sitting
Politely for Petting. He did pass this test. He
started to stand up, but I quietly told him to sit,
then stay, and he did so like the trained boy he will

eventually be. Test number three is to loud, unexpected noises. Toke reacted by
Appearance and Grooming. Toke did pass picking it up, intending to walk off with
this test. Sort of. Well, maybe not. He was well it. That didn’t fail him since it shows
behaved except for mouthing the hands that confidence. What failed him was trying to trip the
touched his paws. Yeah, I think maybe that wasn’t person using a walker then jumping up
a good thing. We then went “Out for a Walk (walk- behind the walker to help her push it! In practice,
ing on a loose lead). This one he did well, but I will someone had pushed a chair around in
admit to having him heel as he will in simulation to a walker, and Toke climbed
competition instead of strolling around up then sat in the chair. He then gave the
like the spirit of the test has in mind. assistant a wet willy, his favorite form of
Next was Walking Through a Crowd. greeting. Umm, no puppy. That’s not what a
Everyone in the class walked around with their Canine Good Citizen does!
dogs, and Toke wanted to greet all of them
All of the other dogs in our class passed
enthusiastically. Ugh, that’s a fail. Sit and Down on with flying colors. Toke provided comic
Command and Staying in Place was an easy pass relief, which is fine by me. I know my dog, and
as was Coming when Called. Test 8 is Reaction to someday he will pass this test like an old pro. He
Another Dog. Toke was supposed to sit just needs to do a lot of mental maturing first.
quietly at my side. Instead, he excitedly lunged
I recently heard the devastating news that
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Dr. David T. Crouch
Nurturing the
Human-Animal
Bond...with
State-of-the-art Care
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board-certified
Veterinary Surgeon
Serving the Tri-state
area since 2000
Orthopedic Surgery
Neurosurgery
General Surgery
Minimally Invasive
Surgery

Referral Animal Hospital, P.A.
1 Atkins Street, Arden, NC 28704
Voice: (828) 684.0019 Fax: (828) 684.4808

www.wcvs.org
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Fostering kittens in the time of Covid
by Lissa Boatright

I

n March of 2020 I was sent home by
my company. No more office work due
to Covid.
I would be among the millions now
working from home. I thought “great!”-I
will work in my pajamas, no more wasted
time commuting, no more in-person
meetings and the dreaded travelling
for work. I soon realized, after setting
up my basement office, and once the
newness wore off, I felt lonely and
depressed. I missed my connection
with my co-workers and the
outside world.
I had always wanted to foster,
but the fact that I worked long days
held me back. How could I devote
the time needed to care for my little
charges? Well, now I had the time!
I called my local rescue and spoke to
the nice foster coordinator and before
I knew it, I was picking up a carrier
with a Mom kitty and her four 4 week
old babies. My heart soared but I was
nervous. Could I provide all this little
family needed?
I provided the love and a spare bathroom
and later a foster room that was warm and
secure. The rescue provides all the food,
litter, medication and instruction along with
support. They are always there to answer any
questions and help along the way. There is
medication to be given; upper respiratory
and eye infections are common along with

the dreaded diarrhea and sometimes lack of
weight gain can worry you silly. You learn
the tricks-warmed human chicken or turkey
baby food is almost always welcome by a
finicky little one. Mother cats are dedicated
and amazing creatures; with her protection,
nurturing, nursing and teaching she provided
all her little family needed.

My day job still required my attention,
but my endless Zoom calls were now
tolerable with a purring kitten or two on my
lap. Pretty soon my kittens were making
appearances on my calls! And people smiled
and laughed. It was much needed in this
time of such uncertainty.
And yes it is hard to let go of them, but

Petey’s Story: A Foster Fail

by Karen Fulmer, MEd, LCAS

A

s fosters of felines for many years, my
daughter and I know firsthand the joy
that comes with providing homeless animals
a safe, nurturing space in which to grow,
heal, and socialize with caring humans. It has
been both a pleasure
and a privilege to see
these feline babies
develop into loving
companions,
even
when they have
arrived as scared,
traumatized
little
souls who have little
or no trust in humans.
Such was the case
with our last foster,
who arrived last July
as a 7-week-old kitten
weighing barely over
a pound.
We
began
referring to him as
“Baby”. We were
told that part of the
goal of fostering was to “socialize” him,
but we were still a little surprised by his
reactive nature. Little “Baby” was quick to
give us his most menacing hiss! Due to his
“spicy” nature, we decided “Texas Pete”,
aka “Petey” was a more fitting name. With
patience, consistency and a lot of feeding,
little Petey began venturing out of his carrier

the time came for my little family to find
their forever homes. I cried but knew the
need was great and I needed to make room
for the next little ones that I could help along
their way.
Yes you will foster fail. One will come
along, usually the neediest of the needy and
steal your heart. In my case, this was two
of the mom kitties who came to me
in very bad shape but are now living
their best lives here among our 2 dogs
and 2 other resident kitties.
After almost two years, and a
revolving door of cats and kittens I do
not regret a moment. I can honestly
say, it is one of the best decisions I
have ever made and if you asked the
50 or so kitties I have had the pleasure
to know I bet they would agree!
It has been a rewarding adventure
and they have brought me so much
joy and laughter. You can’t help
but smile when a kitten is near, and
watching them play and wrestle is
way more entertaining than TV any
day!
Lissa Boatright has recently retired from
the corporate world and now fosters and
pet sits with her firm Town and Country
Pet Sitter, full time. Along with caring
for her 2 dogs, 4 resident kitties and 3
wonderful chickens, she rides her horse Joe,
whenever she can.

Kitty Kare
Laura’s

and even allowed us to pet him.
After his first recheck and boosters, it was
time for his neuter surgery and placement
in the adoption center. This is always the
hardest part of being a foster and there are
always a few tears, but we knew he would
likely be adopted
quickly. Sure enough,
he was adopted on
his first day. Imagine
our surprise when
we were told that
Petey was back at
the shelter, returned
after only a few days
due to the adopter’s
“unforeseen
life
changes”! We were
asked if we would
be willing to foster
him again. Without
hesitation, I agreed
to come pick little
Petey up. That was
four months ago,
and guess who is
our latest “foster fail?” He now has his big
brother, Nudge, as a constant playmate, and
has even managed to win over our resident
diva, “Dora.” In fact, I’d say this “fail”
resulted in nothing but wins for all of us.
Karen Fulmer is a Cat foster for Asheville
Humane Society and Counselor at Restore
Resilience Counseling and Coaching.

☺

of Flat Rock

You deserve to finally take your vacation,
while your cats stay safely cared for at home!
We offer a worry free
approach for your Cat & Home:
•
•
•
•

So take that getaway.
We’ll take care of Kitty.

Call for an initial
free consultation:
828-489-8009

Daily play with her favorite toys
or, Check that Kitty is ok in his
hiding place
Food, water, litterbox,
treats, general wellbeing,etc.
Your home: mail, adjust lights,
run water, newspaper,
package deliveries
- what do you need?

Laura
Frohling
Owner

www.LaurasKittyKare.com
LauraFrohling@gmail.com • txt: 828-489-8009
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The Joy of Dog Play
by Kathryn R. Gubista, PhD

D

ogs just want to have fun! That is the
modus operandi (MO) of most dogs.
And, dog play is not just for puppies. Many
adult dogs will continue to play well into their
golden years.
What is Dog Play? Dog play varies in the
type of play and who is actually playing. The
focus of our discussion is dog-dog play and
NOT how humans play with dogs. We focus
on unstructured free play among unleashed
dogs, which is the basis of our definition of dog
play. If you want to compare dog play to human
play, the only real comparison is how little boys
play together: rough and tumble; wrestling;
chasing; etc.
Dog Play and Socialization: Dogs need
to be properly socialized to live harmoniously
in our human lives. When dogs are socialized
is critical for their success and their human’s
happiness. The critical puppy socialization
period starts with their littermates at the tender
age of 4-weeks and closes when they reach
4-months (16 weeks) of age. During this
critical socialization period, puppies should be
introduced and well socialized with humans and
other animals. Puppies naturally socialize with
others through play.
What if you missed the opportunity to
socialize your young pup before 4 months?
Is it too late? Is your pup’s destined to have
problems? Not really, but the longer you
wait to properly socialize your pup, the
more difficulties both you and your pup
will experience.

The Joy of Dog Play: Have you ever
watched well-socialized dogs play together? It
is a vision of pure joy! Dogs play with reckless
abandon while their humans are pleased to
observe their dogs so happy. Play allows dogs to
expend tons of energy, learn how to share well
with others and feel comfortable in the company
of other dogs,
w i t h o u t
obsessing over
their humans.
H o w e v e r,
dog play is not
just fun and
games. Healthy
play behavior
between dogs
prevents
aggression and
anxiety, the two
most prevalent
behavioral
issues observed
with
our
beloved doggy
companions. Socializing young puppies before
4-months will reduce and/or prevent aggression
and anxiety.
Human Socialization: Of course human
socialization is critical for all puppies and dogs.
And, the critical puppy socialization period
applies to humans as well as dogs. However,
dogs need both types of socialization. Human
socialization is NOT a substitute for dog
socialization, and vice versa.

How Humans Play with Dogs: Humans
love to play with their dogs. However, sometimes
people are at a loss as to how to play with dogs.
In fact, sometimes humans cause problems with
how they play with their dogs. For example,
tug-of-war is a popular activity for many dog
owners. However, those who play tug often
complain that
their
dogs
continue to be
mouthy
with
them.
The
connection
b e t w e e n
m o u t h y
behavior and
tug
playing
is clear. And,
when
people
discontinue
tug, they often
see a decrease
in their dog’s
m o u t h y
behavior.
Humans should NOT play with dogs
like dogs play with dogs. Fun, unstructured
activities that should be reserved for dog-dog
play only include: tug, chasing, wrestling,
biting, slapping, and slamming into each
other. In contrast, human-dog play should be
a little more structured activities, including:
fetch, take it, give, getting your pup to chase
you (not the opposite), extensive handling and
petting, etc.

Dog Playing is Not Just for Puppies:
Young puppies need proper socialization before
4-months old. However, socialization should not
stop there. Just like kids, dogs need to continue
playing throughout their lives. Humans and
dogs are unique in that many enjoy “playtime”
even as adults. While human play can be rather
complex, dog play remains relatively simple,
even in adulthood. All dogs need is a stick, vine,
tree branch, rock, bone, etc., and they are all set for
playtime. And, when more than one dog is in the
picture, all they need is each other for a good time!
Resources forDog Play: So, if you agree that dogdog play is important for your pup’s happiness, your
next question may be where to get more unstructured
play time for your pup. A common solution is the
local dog park. Unfortunately, dog parks come with
their own set of problems. That is why doggy social
clubs and doggy daycares have become popular
socialization options. Also, some doggy owners
choose to adopt multiple dogs, creating a social club in
the comfort of their own home.
Finally, our training programs include a huge
dog-dog socialization component, compliments of
our Muttley Crew. Please contact us if you want to
learn more.
Kathryn R. Gubista, PhD is an evolutionary
biologist, college biology instructor, former
zookeeper, author and certified professional
dog trainer with Lucky Dog Training Asheville
and The Dog’s Perspective. Please follow us on
Instagram @LuckyDogTrainingAVL and @
TheDogsPerspective. Please contact us for more
information at TrainingLuckyDogs@gmail.com
or call us at 828-423-9635.

Do your furbabies hate going
to the vet's office?
Do you find It difficult?
A Vet that comes to you, is the
answer to your problem.

Dr. Leslie Dragon
brings many of the same
services and care found in
veterinary hospitals
right to your front door.

Dr. Leslie Dragon,

The vet that makes House calls

Wellness and medical exams
+ Diagnostics + Vaccinations
+ Complete lab testing
+ Microchipping
+ Pain Management
+ Hospice and in-home
euthanasia
+ Online pharmacy.

There’s a lot more info
on our website!
4pawsmobileclinic.com

Call us Today! 828-450-3569
House Call Hours: Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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A Dog's Night Inn
Convenient online reservations
ADogsNightInn.com

Dog Boarding

227 Lane Rd. Flat Rock, NC

828-595-9809

Cruising with Your Furry Friends
by John Tyson

Y

ou have finally decided to take that
long put-off cruise with the family
and are ready to book. Cruising can be fun,
relaxing and a way to escape the daily grind.
The family is ready to go, and of course you
can’t leave the family pet behind!
However, in the real scheme of things,
cruising with a pet (unlike service dogs)
is a totally
different
beast when
it comes to
vacation
planning.
Cunard’s
Queen Mary
II is the only
cruise ship
that has the
dedicated
space
and
provisions to
allow owners
to bring their
pets on board with their “Pets on Deck”
program. They are an approved carrier in
connection with the Pet Travel Scheme
(PETS) to bring either dogs or cats on
Transatlantic crossings. Cunard does offer
several sailings and routes throughout the
year, but your pets are only allowed on the
transatlantic voyages, between New York
and the United Kingdom.
If you want to bring your dog or cat,

start your planning early. Space is very
limited and fills quickly. Your pet’s cruise
fare could be as much as $1000 for a 7-day
cruise. Keep in mind, pets do not sail with
you in your cabin or eat with you in the
dining area.
Cunard provides 24 kennels, varying in
size, on the ship to house the pets. There is
a dedicated owner’s lounge, with visitation
h o u r s ,
available for
exercising
and visiting
your
pet
during
the
cruise.
An
attendant is
with the pets
at all times
and available
to help with
s p e c i a l
requests.
Your pet will
also receive
special services and amenities while on
board such as fresh baked dog biscuits
at turn-down time, special beds and
blankets, a family photo and more. Other
passengers are not allowed to enter the
kennel area.
You must accompany your pet on
your cruise. In order to board the ship,
you must have all proper documentation,
health certificates and vaccination records

in hand. On the route going to the United
Kingdom, all pets must have prior clearance
from the following agency: Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA), Pets and Quarantine Branch.
This must be arranged prior to boarding.
Preparing your pet for air travel to the
cruise ship is a whole other topic.
The
entire
process
contains
many steps and
can
be
quite
complicated. It is
recommended
to
work with a travel
advisor for advice
on available sailing
dates,
allowable
breeds, pet size
requirements,
kennel
sizes,
and
required
documentation
program.
Also
discuss
your
trip
with
your
veterinarian.
Service Dogs
Trained working service dogs are
allowed on all other cruise lines as well as
Cunard. Service dogs are legally defined
and trained to meet disability-related needs.
Working service dogs are not considered
pets. They are crucial to their owners
in such ways as leading a blind person,

alerting a person who is having a seizure,
helping a deaf person and other similar
jobs. They are allowed to stay with their
owner during the entire trip. Emotional
support dogs and service dogs in training
will not qualify and will not be allowed
on board.
Many foreign ports of call have very strict
entry requirements
for animals. Contact
the
Department
of
Agriculture
website (www.aphis.
usda.gov/aphis/
pet-travel)
to
see
what
the
requirements,
polices and forms are
for each country you
will be visiting.
Any kind of
pet travel can be
stressful for both you
and your pet. Always
be prepared, plan
ahead and be ready
for a memorable
adventure.
John Tyson is a Luxury Travel Advisor
with Cruise Planners in Asheville. He
is also a book author/photographer
and
past
contributing
editor
&
columnist for Pet Business Magazine.
(704)445-7001.
Jtyson@cruiseplanners.
com. wwwCruisin4Adventure.com.

“Your pet will receive
special services and
amenities while on
board such as fresh
baked dog biscuits at
turn-down time, special
beds and blankets,
a family photo and
more.”

CBD for YOU, your BEST FRIEND,
And the HORSE You Rode In On
by Dawn White

S

ince the federal legalization of hemp, CBD has
been gaining credibility as a source of relief
for a wide variety of issues. Depression, anxiety,
insomnia, PTSD, arthritis, and immunity are just
some of the reasons to consider CBD for our closest
animal companions. CBD works along with our
body’s own built in endocannabanoid system. All
mammals have an endocannabanoid system. Its
function is to create balance in numerous other
systems of the body. That is why we see CBD
marketed for so many different conditions, in
addition to maintaining a healthy immune system.
With all the success of this new CBD market, how
do we make discerning choices for our loved ones?
Know Your Farmer: One of the many
amazing qualities of hemp is that it is a bioaccumulator. This means the plant absorbs and
metabolizes toxins from the soil. Questions about
soil quality, fertilizers, and pesticides are necessary
when looking for quality product. On our farm, it’s
even important that plants, pets, and people drink
the same high quality spring water. Being able to
address individual questions like water sourcing
and personal concerns like liver issues should be a
priority. Our favorite part is having the opportunity
to hear when our customers find relief! Having
a relationship with your hemp farmer so these
conversations can happen is invaluable.
Know Your Ingredients: Fat is essential for
CBD absorption. CBD is short for cannabidiol,
a cannabinoid that is produced by the hemp plant

(endocannabinoids are produced within the body).
Cannabinoids use fat to bind to endocannabinoid
receptors found throughout the bodies of mammals.
Quality is crucial when it comes to carrier oils used
for CBD. Inexpensive oils can have toxins, turn
rancid easily, and metabolize poorly.
High quality oil and hemp flower are key
when choosing any CBD product, but what should
we look for in the rapidly expanding edibles
market? The pet food industry is notorious for its
use of flavorings, fillers, and chemicals. When
consumed, these things can cause neurological
interferences, often times causing or exacerbating
the same issues that CBD would be addressing.
When we set out to make CBD edibles for animals,
it was important to us that the other ingredients
have a nutritive effect. In addition to our own
full spectrum hemp flower, all the ingredients in
our handmade treats have been selected because
of added nutritional value. In addition, all of
our ingredients are organic and locally sourced
whenever possible.
Not taking enough CBD is often the reason for
a lack of results. Achieving balance can be a slow
process, so in addition to taking enough CBD, time
and regularity are important factors for success.
Know your farmer, know your ingredients, and
buy local!
Dawn, her husband, and their three children own
and operate Appalachia Hemp Farm. “Family
Owned, Family Grown, and Handmade- From
The SOIL To The OIL.”
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Irish Greyhounds Chasing new life
by James Lyon, CPDT-KA and Kimberly Blackwell

E

very dog has unique journey all their own
and some of those journeys start from even
more faraway places than others! For the Irish
Greyhounds now coming to our shores, this is
how their paths to their new homes begin.

2017, the industry as a whole breeds well over
a 1000% more puppies in it’s registered litters
than it needs to conduct the racing in both the
Republic and in Northern Ireland. And with
tens of millions dollars betting on the races
every year, the industry shows no signs of
quelling in volume.

Partnering
with
organizations
in
Ireland, regional Greyhound adoptions are now
paving the way for these majestic beings
to begin finding homes here in the States.
One of the main ports of entry for them
will be right here in North Carolina, with
many of them arriving at Charlotte Douglas
International Airport. This
facilitates
quick transport throughout the whole of the
states, and will continue to be a reliable point
of entry for all greyhounds leaving by way
of Belfast and London. I recently got the
opportunity to volunteer in facilitating the
arrival of several Irish Greyhounds last year
on Veteran’s Day in Charlotte, every one
James Lyon welcomes an
being welcomed by a wonderful group of
Irish Greyhound to America
dedicated volunteers from various adoption
organizations throughout the country. These
This produces over saturation and there is
hounds had a big day of travel - starting on a
no
guarantee for a placement for every one
ferry from Ireland to England, a plane from
of
the
greyhounds into a new home once they
England to D.C., with their last leg being a
retire
from racing or dropout during the
flight from D.C. to Charlotte.
upbringing and training process, resulting in
The industry in Ireland for racing is fewer than over 1,000 hounds actually being
substantial just in numbers alone. There retired every year within Ireland itself.
are 20 operating tracks in the whole of the
Through
UK
and
Ireland-based
country, 17 in the Republic of Ireland and 3
adoption
partners
teaming
up
with
regional
in Northern Ireland. According to a report in

PET SOURCE
Hendersonville’s #1 Pet Supply Store

We carry natural and holistic medications,
food, treats & toys, CBD products,
a wide assortment of leashes, collars and harnesses,
and knowledgeable advice.

Greyhound adoption groups, a new path
has opened up for these beautiful dogs to
find new homes. Partnerships began in
2019 (Irish Retired Greyhound Trust and
Greyhound Pets of America National
being the predominant two) to ensure a healthy
pack of racers coming to the U.S. upon full
health and travel clearance. Every retired
greyhoundundergoesnofewerthanthreemedical
evaluations, and even has a passport assigned
before any travel is conducted.
It is no secret that the availability of
dogs from Ireland is a direct result of
Florida, and other states, banning gambling
on racing dogs, with resulting track closures.
What has been gained in legislation has also
resulted in fewer of this beautiful breed
available for the average American
household to adopt.
The face of Greyhound adoptions in the
U.S. is about to dramatically change and
Ireland will become the lifeline for
adoptions in the U.S. A new race has begun,
and the finish line, through hard work and
dedicated volunteers, will be at the front door
of new and loving homes for each and every
one of these incredible working dogs!
James
Lyon,
CPDT-KA
is
a
professional dog trainer and owner of
Ilio Canine Care. His fiance Kimberly
Blackwell is an Accounting Manager
for a law firm.

true

We help you and your
dog develop skills to live a
peaceful, happy life
together.

Connection
canine education
Jennifer King, CPDT-KA

• Gentle, effective training methods
• From basic manners to problem behaviors
• Private and personalized for you and
your dog

Don’t wait another day! Call Jennifer at 828-329-2852
www.trueconnectioncanine.com

And for those winter dirty dogs...
• Use our self-serve dog wash - we provide everything but the dog.
We look forward to seeing you at the store,
but curbside pickup or free delivery is available.

Call us at 828-698-6910 or visit our website
at www.petsourcenc.com for more information.
1927 Spartanburg Highway,
Hendersonville, NC

Hours of Operation:
Monday - Friday 9:00 - 5:00
Saturday 9:00 - 4:00
Sunday 12:00 - 4:00
Self wash closes 3pm
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Email: trueconnectioncanine@gmail.com

